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Topic Comparing 2 Samples
Ch 11.1 11 2

Setting X Xn identically distbtled w a continuous

density fix D
and

Yi Ym identically distbted wi a continued

density fly D
ecall some standard notation

sample estimatespoppffiters

Gary y x y Ii X X FonsCx in

CovXY Tay I Ey TE a yi 5 y cg yn

nd recall the properties of expectation from our

review earlier in the semester Lie Ch 4

Note Usually we are interested in whether or

not the differences btwn each group are

discernably different from zero



case 1 Independent Samples
Setting Hi Xn are independent observations

Yi Ym are independent observations

and

Xi Xn is indepent from Yi Ym

Method Consider the RV W X Y
and use properties of independence

to characterize the most
probable values of Mx My

Approaches
Normal Method parametric

Mann Whitney Test non parametric



Case 2 Dependent Paired Samples
setting men and Xi Xn and Yi Ym

are dependent in a particular way namely
in a way that elements of each can
be paired leg as before after observations
And Xi Yi XnYn are independent pairs

Method create a data vector of the
differences btwn each paired data point

di Xi yi
and proceed w I sample methods
for the ID vector of differences

Diii iDn
Approaches

Normal Method parametric

Signed Rank Test non parametric

Group Work stewardship and

inference
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Normal Theory for Comparing 2Samples

General Setting a Relative Effeciency

For data Xi Xn It w
Elli Mx
Var Xi F

and Yi Ym are I WI E Yj My

the RV W X Y has
Varly ri

ECW ELF Y ECT ECT ELENI EEÉ
FI EN FEELYand
My My

Var W Var F Y Var I Var Y 26kt I

Fy Cov FY

p cgf.FI
I 277Pa DEVarix

If any Xi are independent from any Yj then
then Cov Xi Yj 0 and Colt F 0

Var W II TI
Note If the Xi's and Yg's are positively correlated

and ne m then pairing is more effective

than not pairing



Furthermore if Xi Xn are Normally distbted then

INN Mx Mn
similarly for Yi Am Normally distbte'd TNN My Tn
and

Wet I N Mx My E E Lay

This implies that

t.EE I NLo.D

which is all fine a good unless Ty and Fy
are unknown

Q If Ty x Ty are unknown can we still find
some pivot statist w w

Recall For Xi Xu ID NIM 5 where both Mit

are unknown
t

corollary B É NMD and ten y
see

Ch 6 pg198



Case 2 Paired Samples Note We are
starting w

1 Sample T test o CI

calfdata pairs X Y Anita are
independent

and D Xi Yi where Xi Xn are ID we

E Xi Mx
Var Xi F

and Y Yn are ID wi

EY My

Varly q
then E Di Mx My Mn

Var Di r Ty Lay
Tx t g 2paty Tf

and Di Dr are independent

Furthermore If Di Dn are Normally distbted

then

BIT tiny

where S5 fÉED 5T is an estimate for g



Hence
ten D

2

t
gutai

ti

note tiny ta g by symmetry

and we have that

1 a Pr ti e III et
Pr typ e I M E East

at Pr ft Ease
E M E Bett as

Pr D ti so M 5 tj.gs
jigs

Ms I ti se

Q what is random



So a 11 2100 0 CI for MD is

Jobs I i den 1 SD

And an x level significance test of
HoM D us H p 0

using test statistic to 5,1 tenD

will reject Ho for

I 151 I den 1 55



Casse I Independent Samples
Two Sample T test a CI far Mxn

Now suppose any of the X tn are

of any of the Yi Ym and m may

differ from n

We still have w n Nex Me E E HH
and

y.Y.fi NC0id

which we could use to find a test or CI

if we knew a and Oy

We Y Y
Xero e kn

Y Ym

Q How can we estimate Var W
which is a weighted average of

each samples variance



One idea is to approximate
var W Vary Y E

This is helpful if Ty try but it is

challenging to find the distbin of

iii to

is rounded to the

lathed nearest integer
Satterwaitesappromatia

Q What would an ethical stat practioner
do before using this to

conduct a test or find a

CI for Mx My



It turns out that if we can assume

It then using

var W Var F Y sp Itt
where

sp
cn Dsimtn.tyD.SI

yields a pivot statistic

t.MIL I tcmtn as

read proof ff.is tt yp mmacx tr

in typoop qq.gg zig ay

pg 422 where to Mtn Exit EY

turna

mix t



And so

1 a

ftp.ielt
D
4fetiia

Pr tfgxspfttm Lf y x my etc soft

Prf Y ti soft Mx my E Y ti Ftt

Thus for Gobs Jobs a 1 2 100 CI for

Mx My is

Jobs Jobs ftp spftmt



And for Ho Mx My O
wi one of

H Mx My 0 or HeMxMy co or Mxyto
as the alternative we can use the
test statistic

t tÉ É teams

w corresponding rejection regions

Hi 4,7 tzt 3orHi 2a.a t t or

forsmalld
sprang.gl Io Eat tl te E

this win
be co

Note
This is actually the generalized CHR test
for Ho My My

0 us Hilly My 0

Gee proof on pg 426



Power of a 2 Sample t test

Power Pr Reject Ho H is true

power analysis is a crucial part of
planning an experiment Typically this
involves solving sample size determination

questions before any data is collected

Useful facts about the power of this test

1 The larger the true difference Mxyl
the greater the power

2 The larger the sig level 2 the greater
the power

3 The larger the sample sizes n am
the greater the power

the value of t corresponds to

greater power

See pg 4336434 for power calculation assumingn m and that n is large enough
for the CLT to apply



Detour Absolute Value Heuristic
Less than less thand
If IX E const then

X is
somewhere

here

4 I 7
donst canst

Greater than
If 1 1 canst then

It hereX is
somewhere

nerez b

4 I 7
donst canst
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Topic Experimental Design Chili'D

the proper design of a scientific study is far
more important than the specific techniques used
in the analysis

a well designed study is typically simple to analyze

a poorly designed study or a botched expt
often cannot be salvaged even w the most sophisticated

analysis
CALMpg642

Types of Statistical Studies

Random Sampling

yes no

observational
association association

gÉ 8 population sample

experiment
causalt É population

causal
sample



experiment observational

data experimental units observational units

variables experimental group s
observational factors

treatment levels simple cone variable
or comparative I varb

randomization oftreatments assigned treatment levelsvia randomization is not possible
blinding ethical and or practical reasons

examples completely randomized cross sectional retrospective
factorial repeated prospectivecohortstudies
measures nested design

H H
The random assignment of No random assignments
treatment levels also means possible confande
randomizes confounding are not controlled
variables creating a

study requires additionalstrong basis for external evidence before
cause and effect conclusions cause and effect conclusions

are justified

Also studies can be a mixture of both
experiments a observational studies

ex blocked experimental study



Random Sampling Selection

This is what is meant by randan sample
of a population In theory random sampling
is the best way to ensure the sample
of data is representative of the population
of interest Randan sampling mitigates
any overt or unintentional selection bias
and ensures any confounding features are

also randomly distributed throughout the
sample

In practice randan selection is

rarely possible and various sampling
strategies are used to obtain

pseudo randan samples
or representative samples

instead A complete discussion of the
sampling strategies is beyond the scope
of this class but it is crucial
to be aware of this because

most statistical theory relies upon
the assumption of ID randan data
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The Mann Whitney Test
AKA Wilcoxon rank sum test

If My My O is actually true and if
data are randomly assigned a treatment
then any observed difference in Tons Jobs
is due to chance luck and not
the treatment

Procedure

1 Group both samples together a

rank from least to greatest

2 Add the ranks of each data value
that is from the first treatment

group

3 We have evidence against Him My 0

if the summed rank is extreme



case 2 Paired Samples
The Signed Rank Test
AKA Wilcoxon signed rank test

Using the same idea as for the Mann White

test we consider ranks of the data
rather than the observed values of the data

Procedure
1 Calculate the rector of paired differences

D Di Dn

then rank the magnitude of the differences
from least to greatest

2 Calculate the sum of the magnitude rants
of I that are positive

If My 9 0 is correct then we'd expect about
half of the differences to be positive and
half negative The sum in 127 will not be
too extreme in this case

Group Worksheet Review
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Topic Comparing 72 means

One Way ANOVA
WI ANOVA

Setting Notation

Data

Qualitative categorical

treatment levels
it I ai

2 numeric continuous

responsemeasurement j l Ji Yij

RV noise

Yij M t Ai t Ej whereEij No Mand Eto O instant

4 error variance

ftp.yafg
ittrt effect

overall mean

expected values of
so Elliot Mt di and di an fitrt i and k
We say the model is balanced when

Ji Jae JI J

our discussion will focus on the balanced
1 way ANOVA model The unbalanced model

is similar but requires careful notation



see

Pgr
479

if g 7.5 J.E.tl t 5

7fSStISSFSSEFI FE.Yi
I ÉÉY

won tried between among trt levels

And we estimate Varleij 02 w Sp where

sp's III
or equivalently

Sp ETS where Si Sample
varianceof
ingroup

Balanced ANOVA Table

of variation If squares squares statistic

1a.e.is I.Ims sEe mm

SS
Error IED I 7.1 Ms

f

Total StopIT

t.IE Yij TJ Thesewereswapped

catteries



Overall F test

HFE LI O

H At least one di is not
equal to zero

Test statistic F ME IÉÉ Fa Ie D

Rejection Region if Ho is true then I IIe
If Ho is false then 4 Egg

so As Yi SEIF Ffa I I Ics D

Theorem

Tig M t Ai t Ej Ej No r Ethio

then E SSW ICT 1 r2

E SSB JEFF II DE

Prout
ELSSW EEEÉYi Ti ÉEE Yij Yi Ics Doz

ELSSB E JEFF T JEE Yi T
A

J Lf I 1 or

where x is established by lemma A pg 480

HE



Theorem

FYI M At Ej Ej No TY EIdi o

then SSI X c N

Furthermore if 4 2 4 0

then 55g n XI y and SE I 5
2

Proof
Part 1 relevant HWY ch 6

Since

fluff nyin
for s xi 77

where Xi Xn N'NG
we have that

II Yi Ti Xis y Gamma f

If W XI 1 then Wr Gamma E E
and ÉW Gamma I E for'D Wi

Hence

E EIIYETi7 XE.to D



Part 2
Note that Var Ti Var EEEYi

ITVar Yip
tsinceYj are
indep

Var Yn Ince Yi are

identically

Ivar Mta e distbted

Vardi

E
Using the same fact as in Part I if de L o

then Yij NIM 04 and we have that

XI 1

Hence

say FÉÉÉ N
I n



Parts
It suffices to show that data vectors

Yi Y Ya Ya YI YI
and

Yi Ta I
are independent for each j l i J

For any i tie Yip Yi I YI since

these are functions of different independent
error terms Eij
Recall for Xi in Nar we have
that I I X T Yett XnTS

Hence each Ti is independent of

Yi Y Ya 72 CY YI and the

result holds

HE

Ch b Thm A



Multiple Comparisons

Injection we still do not know
how many treatment effects are non zero

which treatment effects are non zero

One idea is to use the 2 sample t test
car confidence interval to test each
Ho di 4 0 for all k e 112 I

however if we proceed wcout making any
adjustments the more tests we run

on the same data set inflates the
probability of a Type I error

Some of the earliest adjustments for multiplicity include
Tukey's method and the Bahmani correction

Although these methods vary greatly in

terms of their usefulness and there are

more sophisticated ways to adjust for
multiple comparisons today they are

are relatively straightforward and provide a

foundation for understanding modern
methods of error control



Tukey's Method for simultaneous 44100
confidence intervals estimates each di di w

Yi Tx tf

This is an 4thquantile
of the studentized range distbh

Bonferrani Adjustment for simultaneous 1 41009

confidence interval estimates each Cai g w

Yi Tx ILIFF E where m E

I



Generalized HR I Samp T test 11 9 22

Ex Suppose Xi Xu NCM F where Mr both
unknown

Show that the generalized CHR test of
HoMmo us Hi Mo is the same as the
are sample f test

likelihood f exp Him
yury i i

Tensity for ti
exp EI Can

w Mo UCO re r tax U o re

I YEI.gg j
me

Mince
in
denominator

Mr er



Find the MLEs

16,84 In Era nln Yr free aint
n In Hit th Ind Inca III Lxi at
n In Yet n Intr HI xi up

14,0 É 24in 1 EÉCxi n

to
solve forM EYLxiM 0

Ex nM 0 N'MET

11m r F 6253 É xi up

I Ecx up Eto
solve for 2

subbing int
Z XiMm IT
The XiAmie

IZATT

so now we can evaluate the LHR test statistic

T É



ÉIÉ II
ig I.rs taimaxiH

so the rejection region is

An E ARE.EEEECxiMdENi IIJCCa
where ca solves

L Pr expEE.EE fECxiMdECXi I1YCCa
Ho

Pr E EFRENMA Ni X
C'a to

Pr É ch lito

Pr EIII.tt I c'a to
creativefameof

P.GEEtIlito
careffpytgFwesoml

aggie
Pr ftp tEmt 11to

EG
Pr n a EarthEIIa c Ho



Thus far we have

a Pr EFFI c 140
make sure

Pr EITI c it

that

I.EEpc
it

P QII.fi ct it

T
Thais fue therstitpettiffest

NÉEÉ F

Thus c'I EY an y and we're
done

HE



Generalized CHR ANOVA overall F test

Ex from HW 18

suppose Yi Mta t Ey where
A O

and EijNDN 0,0
For 5 1 I
and j l J

Show that the generalized HD test of
Ho d d 4 0 us Hi Not Ho

is the same as the ANOVA overall F test

denghgis

Find the likelihood

2 Midian data ftp.II rexpEItyij cntaiM
E E exp III lyi Grail

r ex.nutFvIExuco.nwo
to sKEY3001d



Find the MLE's
Mme J Jim Ji y ji É YI Yi

Note J 739in 6 Ji ÉYij
Find the CAR test statistic

I L Mme hi 21 0 Fmi

MmeDick LI The

TÉ exp ftp EElyij 5 5

ftp.fexpf fftjcy.gg EElyi 15.5.5

exp
544 113,3 55

5.75

Find the rejection region

A L expEFH.IE E1 j
5 TiYGcc

where da solves

I P lexpEEA I.EEg EJi yGca H Le ne



Now let's find equivalent probability statements
until we recognize the distribution of
the function of the data

L P Gp2s E EIE.EE gEE7GG H a E

Pr so it

p 221cg 5 Yi's T 577 E H
ZZ CY j Yi

Ezfyij ji.ty 5 P yj Ji 5 it
zz gig Ji



Let's take a careful look at the numerator

EIf9ij i.tyi g 7 Cy.j ji y

221 yij Ji t 2 yijyi.LY 5 Gi g
2

Hi 5 25 gig y ty.it

221yij yi t2Cyi 5 o yij Ji Yi T.dz
Ti.Pt2g Lyij yid T

I 215 5 bij Yi Hi J 25 yij 2y.fi y

2515 5 Gig Ji E Cgi y

25 Ey 255 f IFT

IFT o

E E
Yi's

1

25Kyi 5 jLyij Ji IJy t EE Cgi y

27 5 yij Ji T Yi Yi 125 2225 y

F 25 5 51 1 J ftp.yij
5 5.21g y

I JJ EECgi J



Putting this altogether

PREET3
5 scilla

p ITT J Ji T I A
ZZ CY j Ji

3 pteaseeheckmywork

PEE.ly 5 kzIlyii Ti5JsKa
Ho

which is the rejection rule for the F test
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In Class discussion

on HW 19
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tt
where we assume

1 Eij Normal
2 Var Ej 52 is an unknown constant
3 Each Ej is independent of the others

Overall F test for treatment effects E Generalized cartes
where Ho Lida 4 0

and
H At least one d 0 for j l J

Multiple Comparisons
Necessary if you want to control the overall

Type I error rate when conducting many tests

Cor finding many CIs on the same set of data
Tukey's method AKA Tukey's honest significance
difference
Barferroni's method

Non parametric version of oneway ANOVA F test
Kruskal Wallis test



s.tn I
aYANoVAmode

Li I l I

Data

two categorical fist
factor main.gg

factors 2nd factor
Bj j l J

numeric continuous

responsemeasurement
Yijk K ti K

where
K is the numberof
observations per combinationof factor levelsModel

Yijk M t di tBj t Sig Eijk
effect of

effect
an interaction btwn

of 2nd factor
level i and level j

varb

where EIdi O IIP 0 IFSij JÉSij 0

and Eijk NDN 0 TY

Thus E Yijk Mt Li BitSig
Var Yija v2



Analysisof Variance sstot Ssa SS Sap SSE

SStot FEE Yijk Y
SSE FEE Yj y

SSA Jk Ti I
SSB IK T.j Y

SSAB K Tj Yi T.j.tt

And we estimate Varleij 02 W Sse ble
E SSE IJ K 1 F

if Eijk are indep W E Eiji O and bar Eiji T

Proof see Thou A
of ch 12.3 pg

4947

a What is the likelihood

1494k D

IT I F exp yin Cutaitats



Maximum Likelihood Estimates

Mme T
I Yi Y i t I

B Tj I
I 5 1 J

Jig Yij Yi T.j T

2
WayANOVATablesource

If Ss MS F

Main I I
JK.EE I 2 MSA It Msfe

factor
Ssa

2ndfactor
J STEELE 7 Msp 3 MIE

SAB
Interaction I 1151 425215j Ti T.jo 7MSAB sffMMstsd

Error IJ K l SSE EEE YijkTij MSE SEE

55 01 222 YijkYTotal KIT 1



Theorem Model tests for 2 Way balancedANOV

If Yijk M di Bit Sig Eijk

where Édi 0 IIP 0 ItSij _ÉSij 0

and Eijk NCO TY

11 then SEE KEITHD
and SSE SSA SSB SAB

2 and if 21 22 21 0 then

SSI XI D
3 and If B pz p 0 then

Ssg YesD

Y and if 811 8,2 815 82 825 JIj 0
then

Saiyan I 1 JD



Additive Factor Effects

Every mean response for any 2 1 I and j l J

can be obtained by adding for subtracting
the levels main effects say he andPj to

the grand mean

The relationship the 1stfactor has wi the response varb

is independent of the relationship the 2ndfactor
has w the response

le the effect
feitherftudefsttiffffighhandria

on the level of the other factor

Interacting Multiplicative Factor Effects

There is a differential influence of one factor
that depends on the levels of the other factor
Some ways to assess the appropriateness of
an interaction model include

compare the mean difference forany two levels
of the 1stfactor to see if this is

roughly the same for all levels of the
2nd factor or vice versa

plot the treatment means for different
factor levels to determine if the
curves are roughly parallel



Q Derive a test statistic a rejection rule
to test each of the following

1a Are the averages of the response significantly
different according to the levels of the mainfactor

b Are the averages of the response significantly

different according to the possible combinations

of the main factor levels a the
secondary factor levels

The idea behind these tests is to consider a

test statistic that is a ratio of one mean square
term divided by the mean square error term

If this ratio is much larger than 1
then this indicates the presense of a

signal ie factor effect that is discernable

from the noise lie the unexplained variability
due to error
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Ex Come up wi research questions about these
penguins that can be answered w

I a paired t test

it a two sample independent t test
It a one way ANOVA F test

it a two way ANOVA partial F test
a interaction vs additive models

R code for comparing means



Q Consider a hypothetical arguement
A treatment is a treatment whether the

study involves a single factor or multiple
factors The number of factors has
little effect on the interpretation of
the results of an ANOVA model

Evaluate this argument and form a response

1 Way
y get hit Eij i l I

j 1 J

K I c
K2 Way

yip Mt Li tf teijk

Dijk M t di tf t Lij tEijk



Topic Comparing Count Data Can B

In situations where our data does not represent a

measurement of a numeric variable but rather

represents counts of distinct qualitative features
the previous methods we've discussed are no longer
relevant

We will now shift our attention to a couple
of error controlled statistical tests to aid in

the analysis of categorical data

Ex In the penguin data consider a setting in which

the only data we have are

the island for each observational unit
the species
the sex

Method 1 Fisher's exact test
is exact because the testing theory does not rely on

any assumptions of none

The test statistic follows a hypergeometric
distbin under the assumption of Ho



Method 2 Chi square test of homogeneity

Lethod
3 Chi Square test of independence

These methods require a large sample size

typically that each cell count is 35 bk

the testing theory relies upon the assumption
that no

in each method the test statistic asymptotically
follows a Chi square distbh under the

assumption of Ho

Note There are many modern exact methods under
development that are made possible by
the computational power available today
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Ex
suppose we are studying the palaver penguins data
but the only info we have for each penguin
is theirisland of residence their species their sex

some terminology
odds prob of success a failure for a given fixed row

Ex odds a penguin is ftpfemale

odds I success a failure are equally likely
odds 2 I success less likely than failure

odds ratio a ratio of related odds

Ex odss a Biscoe IslandPenguin is F

sapramlslandenquinisF



Fishers Exact Test

Female pale

pos neg Ho D 1

Biscoe a Ni Na n Aa O 1 EE MITT
Dream B Na Na Na

na na n
Prima

Cn
hn

T
probabilities
from a

hypergeometric
distbin

Note Far 2 2 tables Ho 0 1 is equivalent to testing
the independence of the row 6 Col variables

Note Pvalues from exact tests can be conservative lie
measured larger than they really are

Assumptions
Row totals and column totals are fixed bydesign
At least 3 cells have expected counts 5 but
no expected cell cant is a l



Ex Lady tasting tea experiment

8 cups of tea poured a presented in randan order
4 had milk poured first 4 had tea poured first

Ladysayspouredfirst

tea milk total

1 1 teapoured 3 I 4 fixed ble
43

experimenter
milk I

depgges tf
each

total 4 4 8

fixed ble lady knows
half are tea first

Ho The lady has no discerning ability independence

le Ni Hypergeometric

Note If data are not a random sample
no random assignment is performed

then the question is not necessarily appropriate
for frequentist probabilistic inference



Chi Square test of Independence

Contingency Table w rows a n total sample size

J columns

IxJ Contingency Table of Cell counts

FactorwJlevet
I 2 3 J

Factor y
All Mr Mis Ng Ni

in2 Nal 122t
3 Nsl

I DI MIZ MIZ NIJ
pD I N 2

statistical inference considers the joint distribution
of the cell counts Nig for it I and jab JJ

IxJ contingency table of probabilities

FactorwlJtevet
I 2 3 J

Factory
I Th Tr T TJ T

i
Marginal probabilities

feels 2 Ta Ta
3 I ithrowiTY.IT
i jth column IT.j Étij

I TI TI TI NIJ TI
T I 2 I y 1



Ho The factor wi J levels is independent of the factor
wi I levels

ie Tig Ti Mj for every i j
Ha The factor wi J levels is not independent of the factor

wi I levels

f the row levels are independent of the column levels

then nij n multinomial Nij
Assumption The row and column totals can vary care not

fixed bydesign and the sample total n

is large enough expected cell cants all 5
This is the MLE for
Tig under the assumptionI É
that the Jools 6 I rows

are indepPearson's Chi Sq Test statistic

x2 EFFI it RE is is

Observed Oij Nij

Expected Eg n
me

Minty

Note Independence of factor varbs can be
understood as homogeneity of conditional
distbins Edited an 111.23122



ChiSquare test for Homogeneity

Tests the homogeneity of a multinomial distb'n

J the number of multinomial distributions
we are testing for homogeneity ofpopulation

I the number of levels of the factor
that follows a multinomial dis thin

ssumptions Data consists of independent
samples from a multinomial distbin
lie either the column or row totals
are fixed

Sample is large enough expected cell cants all 5

ole This is a special case of the chi squared
goodness of fit test

Ho TY His His for 2 1 I

Am t II proof
involves

Lagrange
multiplier



so for the j
th multinomial the expected count in the

ith category is

Eiji Mfs
Pearson's chi Squared Test Statistic

7 FEE KÉj Into YE x D

Next class

Chi Square Test for Goodness of Fit 4.9.5

R code
Office hours
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A Notes an Chi square sampling assumptions

The grand total in is fixed for any of these tests
What differs is whether or not row and or column

totals are also fixed or allowed to vary

Eg You randomly select 100 individuals

54 turn out to be registered Democrats

46 turn out to be registered Republicans
and survey these individuals on whether or
not reproducta rights are a top issue this
election year

This is a Chi square test of independence since
the total individuals sampled is fixed but
the number of each type of voter can vary

Eg In your county 54 of registered voters are

registered Democrats and 46 are registered Republican

You randomly select 54 registered Democrats and 46
registered Republicans and survey these individuals
on whether or not reproducta rights are a top
issue this election year

this is a Chi square test of homogeneity to
determine if Pr repro rights D Pr repro rights R
The marginal totals of registered Dems 6 Reps is

fixed by design in addition to the grad total
of Individuals being surveyed



the asymptotic part relates to whether or

not the entire grand total is increasing to
infinity or the row or column totals are both

increasing to infinity

Chi Square Test for Goodness of fit 4.9.5

AKA Likelihood ratio test LAR for the
multinomial distbin

A multinomial distbin is an extension of the binomia
but here there are more than 2 possible outcomes

we associated probabilities If

Ny Multinomial niche Nic Pi Pac n n Pk
where I p I are the probabilities
associated w each of the k outcomes

and Éni h are the corresponding counts

then Pr Ni ni 1 pinepit
and jointly

Pr Ni ni Nana Nana n Tn p plz pi

Note a Chi su test of homogeneity is testing
whether or not pipe Pk



The Chi square goodness of fit test determines if
the data support a particular value for
each pi it ik probability

le Ho R R O where O E Wo E IRK

The entire joint parameter space is

A Ex x 30 and EE Xi I EIR

By the Invarianceprperty of MLEs if
Eme is the MLE for 0 restricted to Wo

then PLEMLE Picone Palace Palance

is the MCE for p under Ho

un restricted the MLE for R over r is

Ponce E E

The GLAR test statistic h is asymptotically
equivalent to the Pearson's Chi sq test stat X

1
TinnedPilon Pdo It z.KO.jpdiytmp1Ind.PiPY

expectedatt

as can be seen on pg 342 of your textbook

using a Taylor series expansion



R code cheat sheet
11 28 22

Announcements updates
HW 21

Power a t tests for comparing means

Categorical data quick review highlights
Notes on comparing means from blackboard
common among all methods below is the assumptionof
constant common variance

CI's for the true difference in group means takes form

Unpamedt
testDI1ExSECD Imrgcf.rlarger power

Emin 2 4 SE 5 FEE I Spool

balanced nm total sample size is In

unbalanced less powerful than balanced totalsamp size
is ntm

Paired t test implicitly balanced men
total sample size is 2n

is more powerful than balanced un paired t test only
if the paired data are strongly linearly correlated

n n SE D IT I Edi 55 f so
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Group Work Simulation Studies
to understand chance

specifically let's investigate what random

chance can look like in the context
of a Chi square procedure to test
for homogeneity

1 What is your true model that you
will use to generate many observed
data from

2 How many times will yougenerate
new data sets and how

will you summarize these data

3 Do you see in any of your simulated
datasets patterns that look like
they came from a non homogenous

population model How often does
this happen



Topic Linear Least Squares
Ch 14

observed we some
setting

Data
quantitative measurement errorcontinues Yi

group of P I observed wont
categorical and or any measuremen
quantitative error
predictors y Xz Xp

The idea is to use a pt dimensional hyperplane
to model a predictive relationship btwn the

p l predictors and the response

This is a very powerful modeling technique that
provides the foundations for more advanced
extensions including

multivariate response Yi Yai Ymi

binary response Yi 9 4thPFEEP
logistic reg

dependent response
leg time series

Yi Wem We
t point in time
me lagrandom predictors

allowing for measurement errors in the predictors
leg randomeffects or mixedeffects

and more

R



MLR Model Multiple Linear Regression

n this model there are pts I predictor varbs
which can be categorical or numeric

I Xf E
n

n
I nxt
px l

where
x

pi in xp

called the designmatry

1
119

is the vector of unknown regression coefficients
including the intercept

Bp
and I

p
is the random vector of mutually
independent and identically
distbted noise Lor measurement
error

Te fitted or estimated model is thus

Y XE
NT nlp pet

Least squares estimates
where I

ppg

is a pet vector of the

Teachpparameter
in the model A above



SLR Simple Linear Regression
In this model there is only one quantitative
predictor X

4 14 I
To solve for fr we want to minimize

ET Yi ji EY Yi ftp.xi
wi respect to E f

Q How can we express É Yi ji in terms
of matrices or vectors

I I 1
man

so ÉGi Yi 111 111 YI YEN

recall the

deg fi

dinn
for vector y U Ur Um



MIRModel LeastSquares Estimates

To solve for f we want to minimize

HI IN HI XIII
w respect to fu
Note 1 XI

1
pi pix Bart Bp.it

Yn ftp.xn Banat Bp.Xn

so the minimizing estimator fu solves

Ely npo fixp t Etip i fp 0

and

Xix Edie Bo Eixinikp t Éxiktip i Bpf 0

for all K l p l

In matrix notation this means that I solves

XY XXI o

44µg py

These are called the normal equations and they
imply that Base xx X'I provided Iffley
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The normal equations solve the problem of

finding a pl that minimizes 111 1112 ie

A XX Xty

computational Concerns

her both n and p are large the design matrix X becomes unweildy
making inverting X'X very costly in computing time

A few common numerical techniques can help make this inversion
possible These include

QR Method
factors X QR so that QTQ Ipxp and R is upper triangular

Cholesky Decomposition
factors XX RTR so thatR is upper triangular

other Issues

f p is large the design matrix is large and depending on

the sample size n X may be quite sparse if we are

using categorical predictors Another potential issue

occurs when we are using many numeric quantitative

predictors that are closely related In particular
if one numeric predictor say I is approximately
or exactly linearly associated to another say
then the association I a bar reduces the
rank of the design matrix and makes XX
singular ie non invertible



MLR Model In nypfp.tn where

EE
1,4311

zero mean and

E rare

fry
cousin

covariance
maggie

i

qq.ggCouLEn E

p quaggy Ei 9
Amn

0 J2

9 What is Var 1 var 1 FInen

From these model assumptions we have that
E B2 EXT NY

E XXXIX E

E XX XTXft XX X'I

Eff XX XII ie pi is unbiased for

At XXXTECE f



and we also have a way to derive the
a variance matrix for the sample estimate f

variety
i it

corgis cousins v

ftp.jf

Since Var E Inn and

I XX Tty
TX XT YATE

Miff tatxtxtfa.am
we have that

varlet VavKxtx Xt
XX XTVar E X XTXT

XXXIII X XX

TEXT'xtx xxx gig
that

is
symmetric

F XX

Now that we have Elf and Var f we can

describe the sampling variability of our estimators
f we assume each E follow a particular distribution
leg No r we can also describe the sampling
distribution of In and construct tests or CIs for f



Estimating 52

The residuals of a MLR model are

I I I Exit
It can be shown that for That def x pty Xt

P pt p2
I P I PIT CI p

Hence the matrix product represented by p is called

the pojectiematrix or the hahatrix
because it projects the observed I onto

the subspace spanned by the design matrix
thereby producing the fitted I values

So now we have that the sum of the

squared residuals Rss is

É Yi Yi ILY 1112 111 PII

Recall MSE It CI PI
with mean ELITE Ply n p r

Therefore an unbiased estimate for the error E
variance is ya III



HW Renew reg
to means
pg 561

foot MS E error here
means modeling
error ie resids

Key Covariance t Variance operators
Uncorrelated relationships such as

I uncorrelated we each Yi T

Tun torrelated wi Bi
sample variance uncorrelated wi

sample mean

Check Moodle for complete solus
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Note on HW23 k

The key to this problem is knowing the definition
of the coefficient of determination

re 1 SE 1 r Ey where Sy Ely 51
n 1 Sy

Now MSE mean square error is

MSE It tryst
a

E
and RMSE root MSE is

RMSE Artsy E
Since you are given r Sy and n you can
solve for RUSE
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